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Introduction

A short history of crowdfunding

One of the most interesting aspects of digital assets is the new possibilities for 
capital formation that they carry. The first iteration of this came in the form of 
ICOs, where companies began issuing and selling utility tokens to raise capital.  
This offered crowdsourced funding for projects in a much more distributed and 
inclusive model than a traditional IPO would allow. In 2017 and 20181, over $20B 
was raised by ICOs. However, though popular as a funding method, ICOs were 
not widely accepted by regulators who cast doubt over the legality of this fund-
raising model.234

In this article, we look at the next iteration of capital formation, Security Token 
Offerings (STOs), and the possibilities they unlock in terms of efficiency within 
traditional markets, and compliance with federal laws.

Before diving into the characteristics of Security Token Offerings and their 
advantages for capital formation, it is worth taking a brief look back at the 
history of crowdfunding to understand the context from which STOs emerged. 

1.   https://cryptovalley.swiss/wp-content/uploads/ch-20190308-strategyand-ico-sto-report-q1-2019.pdf

2.  https://www.sec.gov/litigation/investreport/34-81207.pdf

3.  https://www.sec.gov/ICO

4.  https://www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cf-noaction/2019/turnkey-jet-040219-2a1.htm



https://www.sec.gov/spotlight/jobs-act.shtml

https://www.forbes.com/sites/laurashin/2017/09/21/heres-the-man-who-created-icos-and-this-is-the-new-token-hes-backing/#544f0d851183 https://www.ethereum.org
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The state of the legacy financial system

Since the digitalization of the financial markets began, there has been a “race to 
the bottom” in the reduction of fees and the shrinking of spreads for financial 
services. This can be seen in the rise of passive management, mutual funds and 
ETFs that are lowering their percentages taken, and in investment banking 
services.

The market for investment banks and IPOs is highly competitive.8 As such, many 
expect IPO costs to continue to decline.9 Companies going public will  continue 
to seek capital formation options where they can raise the greatest amount of 
capital at the lowest cost while investment banks will  continue to look outside 
the box to cut costs in order to remain attractive counterparties to companies 
raising funds. Because of this, STOs appear to be the natural next step in this 
process. 

8.  https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/za/Documents/financial-services/ZA_Thought_Leadership_

     Investment_Banking_Repro.pdf 

9.  https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/ey-global-ipo-trends-q1-2019/$FILE/ey-global-ipo-trends-q1-2019.pdf 

Improvements that STOs offer

STOs represent a massive improvement over the legacy system with a whole 
host of advantages for issuers and investors alike. These advantages include:
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Liquidity

STOs introduce fractional ownership to high quality asset classes that have, until 
now, been constrained by the cost of owning an individual instrument or prod-
uct. Fractional ownership can introduce liquidity to traditionally i l l iquid assets 
such as LPs of hedge funds, real estate, and art.

I l l iquid assets suffer from a lack of price discovery, a lack of transparency, high 
counterparty risks, no guarantees of settlement and high frictional costs. I l l iquid 
assets typically trade at a premium significantly above their fair market price. 
This l iquidity premium is demanded by investors who take on additional risk in 
owning an asset that cannot be easily exited due to lack of buyers on account of 
the capital required to purchase the asset (think a luxury New York apartment or 
Van Gogh painting), or a required duration of holding the asset such as a lock-up 
period in a venture capital fund.

Fractional ownership removes these barriers to entry for investors and lowers 
frictional costs by reducing the risk that investors take on when investing in 
these vehicles and ultimately lowering the liquidity premium. 
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The rise of tokenization has become increasingly visible over 2018 and into the 
first half of 2019:

 VC funds are tokenizing the shares of the LPs. This allows them to trade  
 the ownership of the LPs’ shares. As a result,  investors can sell their shares 
 earlier and new investors can join the fund. For example, Blockchain  
 Capital  tokenized their LPs in 2018.10

 Entire new marketplaces for previously i l l iquid assets are emerging. In real 
 estate alone, over $280 tril l ion worth of i l l iquid assets stand to be 
 unlocked and traded.11 Examples include:
  ReitBZ :  the first security token backed by Brazilian real estate. 
  ReitBZ is managed by BTG Pactual ,  a large and well established 
  Brazilian investment bank.
  QuantmRE :  a digital asset backed by a diversified, audited pool of 
  real estate assets derived from the purchase of shared equity 
  interests in US single family homes.
  Elevated Returns  and AlphaPoint  have partnered and are aiming to 
  tokenize $1B of real estate assets on the Tezos blockchain . 12

Automated compliance

Investors will  benefit from the future programmability of compliance, auditabili-
ty, and innovation of investor rights. Rules that restrict the actions that can be 
performed using the token (for instance, transfers of ownership) can be directly 
programmed or “baked in” to the token’s code. All issuers, sellers and purchasers 
must follow these rules to interact with the token. 

Automating compliance in this manner can resolve many of the regulatory 
issues with capital formation that exist today and, as a result,  reduce costs and 
boost efficiency throughout the system. Programmability blends ownership 
rights, voting rights, and dividend rights – all  traits which traditional investors 
have come to require – bolstered by the immutability and “code is law” ethos of 
the blockchain. 

STOs also allow for innovation that has not yet been perceived or exploited. 
Examples of this include:

 On-chain voting which will  allow token holders from all over the world to 
 easily participate in companies’ general meetings.
 Automated capitalization table management which will  provide transpar-
 ency and visibility while unlocking new ways to gain investor support.

10.  https://blockchain.capital

11.   https://www.savills.com/impacts/market-trends/8-things-you-need-to-know-about-the-value-of-global-real-

       estate.html

12.  https://thetokenist.io/alphapoint-and-elevated-returns-partner-to-launch-a-secondary-market-for-1-billion-

       tokenized-real-estate-shares/

• 

• 

• 

• 

https://blockchain.capital
https://blockchain.capital

https://reitbz.io
https://www.btgpactual.com

https://www.quantmre.com

http://www.elevatedreturns.com https://alphapoint.com
https://tezos.com
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Tracking and transferring ownership

STOs allow issuers to track each security token. Let’s take the example of a frac-
tionalized artwork with 600 owners. Using traditional securities, tracking owner-
ship of this artwork would be difficult,  time consuming and very costly. Each 
time a share of this artwork is to be transferred, the transfer has to be approved 
by a person or group. By tokenizing those shares, the transfer process can be 
totally automated and tracking ownership becomes incredibly easy. 

Since each tokenized share can only be transferred to an approved party, in 
accordance with the rules encoded into the token, there is no need for a third 
party to approve the transfer. The code itself plays this role. Each transfer is also 
automatically recorded on the blockchain, ensuring that records of ownership 
are accurate at all  times. This results in low costs and guaranteed compliance in 
every relevant jurisdiction.

Access to capital

STOs provide access to larger pools of capital than are available within the 
legacy financial system. STOs extend capital formation on two fronts: geographi-
cal and economic. STOs allow for global capital formation within the limits of 
investors’ and countries’ jurisdictions while fractional ownership lowers the 
economic barriers to entry. As a result,  small and mid-size investors from across 
the globe can access various previously cost-prohibitive and exclusive markets 
such as real estate and art.  

Fractionalization also increases the distribution of shares, allowing a broad 
range of investors to purchase on primary markets, a privilege traditionally 
reserved for investment banks and large funds only. With global distribution, 
security tokens can trade in a regulated and compliant manner cross-jurisdic-
tionally. For example, a registered Canadian investor will  be able to invest in a 
registered German company one week and sell their shares the next week, all  in 
a fraction of the time and at a fraction of the cost of doing so within the tradi-
tional legacy system.

For SMEs and startups, the cost to access new capital (founding rounds or pre-
paring an IPO) is relatively high and investor reach is difficult.  By unlocking 
global pools of capital,  tokenization makes investor acquisition far more attain-
able both economically and logistically for these entities. At the same time, new 
investor groups will  gain access to previously unreachable companies or start-
ups, or non-liquid assets such as LP shares, real estate and music catalogues and 
movies. Such assets/companies stand to benefit from the capital flooding in from 
these newly unlocked investor groups.
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Costs and efficiency

STOs and distributed ledgers increase clearing and settlement speeds while 
reducing costs. Automating the time intensive work performed by middlemen, 
back offices, and third parties will  result in significant reductions in operational 
costs and fees while allowing for greater efficiency and transparency. 

The sprouting shoots of this revolution of automation can already be seen today:

 Société Générale  has successfully issued the first covered bond (€100M) as 
 a security token directly registered on the Ethereum blockchain to provide 
 better transparency, faster transferability, and settlement.13

 On May 1,  2019, $230M was moved using Bitcoin with a $0.1 fee within 
 minutes. 14 This i l lustrates how cheap and fast blockchain can make 
 cross-border payments and transferal of assets.

13.   https://www.societegenerale.com/en/newsroom/first-covered-bond-as-a-security-token-on-a-public-blockchain

14.   https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-25/tokyo-whale-sells-230-million-bitcoin-in-mt-gox-wind-down

• 

• 

Conclusion

STOs potentially offer the beginnings of a revolution in capital formation with 
significant advantages for both issuers and investors. Global access and fraction-
al ownership will  significantly reduce frictional costs and counterparty risks for 
investors in typically i l l iquid markets while programmability of compliance at 
the traceability afforded by the blockchain can remove third parties and provide 
transparency for regulators. STOs stand to greatly increase efficiency and reduce 
costs across a range of areas while generally improving the trading experience of 
all  parties involved through a sophisticated capital formation model that is fit for 
today’s markets. We are excited to shepherd and develop the Security Token 
Offering ecosystem over the coming years and believe that any company with a 
global mindset looking to raise capital should consider this funding model.

https://www.societegenerale.fr


